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Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center supporters visit the Tour for Humanity at the annual Freedom Day event at Yonge Dundas Square in September, 2013. Included, from left: Belleville
police chief Cory McMullan; Alan Farber; Terry Walman; Samara Rose Walman; federal minister of citizenship and immigration Chris Alexander; Howard Krupat; Marvin Blackstein;
Esther Litz; Holocaust survivor Max Eisen; FSWC president/CEO Avi Benlolo; Bob Rubinoff; Canadian astronaut Chris Hadfield and Toronto Police Services chief Bill Blair.

Dedication to ending intolerance

the tour for humanity plays a growing role in curbing racism, bullying, anti-semitism in canada

T

he Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies (FSWC) in
Toronto is enjoying remarkable success. Each year,
more than 10,000 students
visit the Center to participate
in Ontario Ministry of Education curriculum-linked diversity workshops. More than
4,000 students participate in
the FSWC’s annual Freedom
Day programming every fall. In
addition, thousands of adults,
from law enforcement to educators, community and business leaders, politicians and
government officials attend the
Center’s sessions on topics such
as human rights, diversity, and
justice.
Interest in the targeted programming produced by the
non-profit FSWC human rights
organization, which works to
counter racism and anti-Semitism, continues to grow.
But for many people in diverse parts of Ontario, it is difficult to come to Toronto and

share in what the Center has to
offer.
As a result, in November
2013 FSWC launched the Tour
for Humanity bus, a $1.2-million, 30-seat, technologically
advanced mobile education
center. The bus, a creative expansion of FSWC’s education
and empowerment programs,
now travels the province delivering the Center’s messages
about the importance of freedom, social justice and Canadian democratic values.
“The Tour for Humanity
aims to create a better Canada
and a more humane world
through inspiring those who
visit the mobile education centre to be more compassionate
and caring citizens,” says Avi
Benlolo, president and chief
executive officer of FSWC.
“Currently, more than 10,000
people have visited the Tour for
Humanity. Through it, we are
effecting change directly. It is a
continuously evolving program
on the move that transforms
people’s lives every day.”

The Tour for Humanity commemorated International
Holocaust Remembrance Day with a visit to Parliament Hill
on Jan. 27 of this year.

Using video, interactive technology and a facilitator, the program features segments on the
Holocaust and the internment
of Japanese during the Second
World War in Canada, as well as
more recent atrocities and incidents of cyberbullying or disrespect to the developmentally
or physically challenged. Other
elements highlight heroes such
as Mother Teresa, Simon Wiesenthal, Terry Fox, Anne Frank,
Helen Keller and Mahatma

Finding meaning in the message
Many people have been
touched by the programming provided by the
Tour for Humanity.
Here is a selection of their
testimonials.
I commend this innovative
approach to community outreach. Through workshops
on topics including the Holocaust, genocide, bullying,

heroes and leadership, more
students, educators and law
enforcement representatives across Ontario will not
only be educated, they will
be moved. And that’s when
learning is most effective
— when it illuminates and
guides who we are. Good
work nourishes the soul. It
can change lives. — The Honourable David Onley, Lieutenant Governor of Ontario

The students loved that the
content tells the stories of real
people. So whether the information presented is about the
plight of Japanese Canadians
during the Second World
War, Canadian aboriginal
children forced to attend
residential schools, the courage of Rosa Parks in refusing
to give up her seat on a bus
in the United States or the
legacy of Simon Wiesenthal,

Gandhi, vividly illustrating how
individuals can make positive
change in their communities
through their words and deeds.
Dorothy Shoichet, chairperson of Skycharter Limited
and a supporter of the Tour for
Humanity, says, “I am passionate about humankind and the
possibilities we could rise to
once racism and intolerance are
wiped away. The Tour for Humanity is the most creative and
imaginative tool that I know
their situations resonated
with the students. A number
of students who rarely engage
in conversation about equity
issues in the classroom felt
comfortable in the high-technology, inclusive environment
of the Tour for Humanity bus
and shared their opinions
freely. — Susan Baskin, head
of music and drama and coadvisor of the Equity Club
at Bill Crothers Secondary
School, Unionville
The Tour for Humanity bus
visited our school board office,
where approximately 150 fac-

for attaining a society that is
tolerant, just, and respects the
dignity of all humans.”
The Tour for Humanity “is
drawn from the Jewish concept
of tikkun olam, which means
‘repairing the world,’” says Benlolo. “Its programming is designed to have universal appeal
to people of all backgrounds in
communities of any size and to
all generations.”
The bus has a role to play in
educating the coming generations of Canadians, Shoichet
says. “The author Graham
Green says ‘In every childhood
there is a moment when a door
opens and lets the future in.’ It
is at that moment that we want
youngsters to realize the potential of their own lives free of
racism and hate. This program
specifically targets those young
minds while they are still discovering the world around
them.”
Dr. Fred Leitner, a child
of Holocaust survivors, has
spoken at a number of the
Tour for Humanity launches,

describing his family history
to reinforce the significance of
this project.
“The response to the programming has been enthusiastic and supportive,” he says of
events in the Greater Toronto
Area and Ottawa.
“To build an inclusive and
successful multicultural society
in Canada, we have to understand the importance of respecting one another and being sensitive to people of other
cultures and beliefs. It’s very
gratifying to see how people
embrace the concept of the
Tour for Humanity.”
Benlolo says as the Tour
for Humanity travels, it will
inspire people to raise their
voices and take action against
hate and injustice. “Our belief
is that if we can impact even 1%
of the people who visit the bus,
together we can benefit our
communities.”

ulty, staff and administrators
participated in the workshop.
Many of those in attendance
subsequently booked the bus
to visit their own schools. Following those visits, I received
feedback that the technology
appeals to both youth and
adults. The bus is an invaluable resource that reflects and
supports all of the concepts
related to equity. To me, it’s
the universality of the information that allows all participants to find meaning in the
messages. — Michelle Coutinho, principal, equity, diversity and inclusive education,

Dufferin-Peel Catholic District
School Board

To learn more about the
Tour for Humanity, please visit
www.tourforhumanity.com

As a principal, you want students to be aware of both current and historical human
rights issues in Canada and
around the world. Our grades
five through eight saw the
Tour for Humanity presentation, with the facilitator doing
a very age appropriate presentation for each grade. I highly
recommend this program to
any school. — Tony McLoughlin, principal, St. Isaac Jogues
Catholic Elementary School,
Brampton
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